
 
Labor Update No.65  July 12, 2019 
 
This bulletin contains information on law changes that have either passed, or are             
being discussed, in parliament, court decisions, and other labor issues in Japan that             
are of interest to activists.  
 
1. Law/Policy 
 
(1) 50% of elderly households’ income from pensions only: MHWL survey 
 
The “Comprehensive Survey of Living Conditions” carried out by the Ministry of Health,             
Welfare and Labor has made it clear that the number of elderly households whose              
income consists only of public pensions is over 50% of the total. The proportion of               
households reporting it “difficult” to live on their income rose by 0.9 percentage points              
to 55.1%. 
 
Elderly households are defined as those including only people over 65, or where those              
over 65 live with unmarried people under 18. Their average income in 2017 was              
3,349,000 yen, an increase of 163,000 yen (or 5.1%) over the previous year’s figure.              
The reason for this rise, according to those in charge of the survey, is that “the number                 
of working elderly has increased”. The largest proportion of the total income figure             
was accounted for by public pensions (nenkin and the onkyu paid to surviving family of               
former military personnel) with 61.1%; however, this was a decrease of 5.2 percentage             
points from the figure for the previous year. Earned income from working accounted             
for 25.4%, an increase of 3.1 percentage points year-on-year. 
 
By household, those elderly households who reported the proportion of their income            
accounted for by public pensions as “100%” were the largest group at 51.1% of the               
total number (1.1 percentage points lower than the previous year). 
 
The average income for all households surveyed was 5,516,000 yen a decrease of             
86,000 yen (or 1.5%) from the previous year. The number of those reporting life to be                
“difficult” increased by 1.9 percentage points, to 57.7%. 
 
“Summary of Heisei 30 (2018) Comprehensive Survey of Living Conditions” linked           
below (in Japanese): 
https://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei/saikin/hw/k-tyosa/k-tyosa18/dl/10.pdf 
 
(2) A summer vacation for teachers: MEXT gives notice of reduction in workloads 
 
As teachers’ long working hours become more and more an issue, The Ministry of              
Education, Culture, Science, Technology and Sports (MEXT) has sent a memo to            
prefectural Boards of Education asking for them to reduce workloads so that teachers             
can take a longer holiday during the summer vacation period. The memo mentions             
avoiding excessive amounts of teacher training, club-activity instruction, or lessons,          

https://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei/saikin/hw/k-tyosa/k-tyosa18/dl/10.pdf


and establishing a certain period of “school-closed days” when teachers and others will             
not come in to work. It says that “guaranteeing some longer time off is also necessary                
to increase the attractiveness of teaching jobs”. According to MEXT, approximately           
forty percent of public high schools and sixty percent of public elementary and             
junior-high schools had days when school buildings were closed during Obon or other             
periods. 
 
“In Regard to Rationalizing School Workloads, Etc., During Summer and Other Long            
Vacation Periods with the Aim of Advancing Work-Style Reform in Schools (Memo)”            
linked below (in Japanese): 
http://www.mext.go.jp/a_menu/shotou/hatarakikata/__icsFiles/afieldfile/2019/06/28
/1418538_1_1_1.pdf 
 
(3) Foreign nationals living in Japan top 2% for the first time; 15% increase in              
Shimane and Kagoshima 
 
The number of foreign nationals resident in Japan as of January 1 of this year was                
approximately 2.667 million. For the first time, this number accounted for over 2% of              
Japan’s total population, which was 127.444 million (decreasing by 260,000 compared           
to the previous year). On the other hand, the population of Japanese nationals was              
down 430,000 from the previous year, marking ten years in a row of decreases since its                
peak in 2009. The amount of decrease was the largest since 1968, whenthis survey              
began. 
 
The Interior Ministry released these figures as part of a population survey based on the               
Basic Resident Register. The number of foreign residents increased by approximately           
170,000 (or 6.79%) compared to the previous year, its fifth year in a row of increases.                
The proportion of foreign nationals to the total population rose from 1.96% as of the               
previous year to 2.09%. 
 
The figure increased in all 47 prefectures, growing by over 10% in ten prefectures              
including Shimane, Kagoshima and Kumamoto. 
 
The population of Japanese nationals decreased for the tenth year in a row, to              
124,776,000. The number of Japanese citizen births was lower than any year since             
1979 with 921,000, while the number of deaths was higher at 1,364,000. 
 
“Population, Population Movement and Number of Households as of January 1, Heisei            
31 [2019], Based on the Basic Resident Register” linked below (in Japanese): 
http://www.soumu.go.jp/main_sosiki/jichi_gyousei/daityo/jinkou_jinkoudoutai-setais
uu.html 
 
2. Legal Violations/Struggles 
 
(1) Male employee at Asics sues company over “paternity harassment”, claims          
transfer order on first day back from childcare leave is unfair 
 
A male employee at Asics has filed suit against the company in the Tokyo District               
Courts, claiming he was subjected to patahara, or “paternity harassment”, as well as             
pawahara (“power harassment”, or workplace bullying).  
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The man was ordered to transfer to a subsidiary company on his first day back at work                 
from childcare leave. He claims this was unfair, and is suing for payment of 4.4 ,illion                
yen in compensation as well as for nullification of his punishment. 
 
The man’s lawyer explained his intentions in taking the step of suing, saying “if              
employees can be moved around to make an example of them for taking childcare              
leave, this is not a society where one can comfortably raise a child”. 
 
(2) “Failure to recognize same-sex marriage is unconstitutional”: gay couple sues          
national government 
 
Claiming that it is unconstitutional not to give legal recognition of marital status to              
same-sex couples, a male couple in Fukuoka have held a press conference to make              
clear their intent to file a lawsuit in the Fukuoka District Courts seeking one million yen                
each in damages from the national government. 
 
Article 24 of the Constitution specifies that “marriage shall be based only on the              
mutual consent of both sexes”. The government position is that this provision “does             
not imagine same-sex marriages”. According to their lawyers, even if a same-sex            
couple submits a marriage registration to their local government, it is rejected as             
illegal; they plan to insist that “failure to recognize same-sex marriage violated the             
Constitutional principles of marriage freedom and of equality under the law”. 
 
(3) Disparity with regular employees (no allowances paid to contract workers) is           
unreasonable, Superior Court acknowledges 
 
In the case of five former contract employees (now seishain, or regular full-time staff)              
who sued two subsidiaries of agricultural-machines giant Iseki and Co., Ltd., for a total              
of 17.5 million yen, the Takamatsu Superior Court has upheld the decision of the              
Matsuyama District Court, which ordered the two companies to pay. The five had             
claimed that, since their work was the same as that of the seishain, their not being                
paid bonuses or allowances was a disparity in violation of the Labor Contract Act. 
 
The Superior Court’s appeal decision followed that of the lower court in recognizing             
that the five employees’ work was indeed the same as that of seishain. Therefore, it               
judged the companies’ failure to pay them housing allowances or family           
allowances--which were paid to seishain--to be an unreasonable disparity. 
 
(4) After Kanpo double payments reported in newspaper, angry whistles blown          
one after another: current post office staff say workplace stretched to breaking point 
 
In relation to the issue of Kanpo Seimei Hoken (Postal Life Insurance) repeatedly             
making contracts unfavorable to their customers, whistle-blowing accusations against         
them and letters of indignation continue being sent to Nishi Nihon Shinbun, which             
reported on the facts of the case. Over 50 such communications have been received              
from people with connections to Japan Post, including even a current postmaster. 
 
On condition of anonymity, many have even revealed the naked truth of the             
“methods” used in Kanpo’s business impropriety. On person, who seems to be a             
current employee, wrote the following using free chat app LINE: “They visit an elderly              
person’s home after first looking up the person’s savings balance at JP Bank. For a               



person over 70, a son or daughter must be present in order to sign a contract; so they                  
explain as follows: if your savings balance is too high, you won’t be able to get into a                  
nursing home. So you need to lower your balance. If you move that money into Postal                
Life Insurance or into an investment trust, you can hide the assets and get into a                
home”. The employee also sent an SOS to the reporters, saying “I don’t want to do                
things like this, but I am under pressure from quotas almost every day, and with more                
and more people quitting, the burden on each employee has grown to unbelievable             
proportions”. 
 
Current staff who do insurance sales at post offices describe the situation this way:              
“shining a light on the truth, bringing the corruption out into the open, will be the way                 
to restore trust in the Post Office for the future”. 
 
3. Situation/Statistics 
 
(1) 50% of labor income goes to top 10% of workers: worldwide inequality            
becomes apparent 
 
The International Labor Organization (ILO) has released a report saying that in 2017,             
the top 10% of workers with the highest incomes earned 48.9% of all labor income               
worldwide, while the bottom 50% earned only 6.4% of this total. The top-earning 10%              
made an average of 7,475 dollars (about 806,000 yen), while the lowest-earning 10%             
earned only 22 dollars. 
 
The ILO points out that income disparity among workers is pervasive, and emphasizes             
that “[t]he majority of the global workforce endures strikingly low pay and for many              
having a job does not mean having enough to live on.” 
 
"Just 10 per cent of workers receive nearly half of global pay" linked below (in English): 
https://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_712234/lang--en/i
ndex.htm 
 
(2) Kyokai Kenpo (medical insurance for employees at small- and mid-size          
businesses) shows biggest surplus ever 
 
When Kyokai Kenpo, the health insurance associations that enroll employees of small            
and mid-size companies, settled accounts for last fiscal year, they were in the black              
with a surplus of 59 billion yen, their largest surplus ever. This was due to the                
increasing enrollment of people who work part-time, leading to an increase in income             
from insurance premiums. 
 
According to the Japan Health Insurance Association, which runs Kyokai Kenpo, in            
addition to the increase in enrollment of part-timers and other short-hours workers, a             
rise in enrollees’ wages also contributed to the increase in income from premiums. The              
system’s total income was 10.3461 trillion yen, or 39.77 billion more than the previous              
fiscal year. 
 
On the other hand, expenditures also rose. In addition to paying enrollees’ medical             
expenses, there were also increased contributions to the Advanced-Elderly Medical          
Service System. Total expenditures were 9.7513 trillion yen, or 251.5 billion more than             
the previous fiscal year. 

https://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_712234/lang--en/index.htm
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As a result, the balance for last fiscal year was 59.48 billion yen in the black, the largest                  
surplus since Heisei 4 (1992) when comparable data first became available. 
 
“Regarding the Expected Final Balance for Fiscal Heisei 30 (2018)” linked below (in             
Japanese): 
https://www.kyoukaikenpo.or.jp/g1/r1-7/1070501?PC=ON 
 
(3) Total earnings average just over 275,000 yen; decreases year-on-year for the           
fifth month in a row 
 
According to the “Monthly labor statistics survey” published by the Ministry of Health,             
Welfare and Labor, the average of total earnings for May of this year, in the               
preliminary figures, was just over 275,000 yen. This is 0.2% lower than the same month               
of the previous year--the fifth month in a row for which this figure was lower than one                 
year before. 
 
Real wages, accounting for fluctuation in prices, were also 1% lower than the same              
month of the previous year, and also the fifth month in a row to show a decrease                 
year-on-year. 
 
Average total earnings for part-time workers were 96,275 yen, a 2.2% decrease from             
the same month of the previous year. 
 
“May, Reiwa 1 (2019), Monthly Labor Statistics Survey: Preliminary Results” linked           
below (in Japanese): 
https://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei/itiran/roudou/monthly/r01/0105p/dl/houdou0105p.p
df 
 
“May, Reiwa 1 (2019), Monthly Labor Statistics Survey: Summary of Preliminary           
Results” linked below (in Japanese): 
https://www.mhlw.go.jp/toukei/itiran/roudou/monthly/r01/0105p/dl/pdf0105p.pdf 
 
(4) Nagano Prefectural BoE eliminates “sex” field from high-school applications:         
consideration for sexual minorities 
 
As part of showing consideration for sexual-minority (LGBT etc.) students, the Nagano            
Prefectural Board of Education has decided to eliminate the “sex” field from public             
high-school application forms starting with the 2020 school year. The change will apply             
starting with current 3rd-year junior-high students. 
 
In deliberating the decision, the Prefectural BoE referred to an opinion expressed by a              
Board member at a previous meeting that “it might be best to eliminate the ‘sex’               
field”. 
 
The Board explained that “if we can lower the psychological barriers to applicants by              
showing consideration on the application forms, we believe that would be for the good              
of the child and of society”. 
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